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Abstract: Despite the formation of a passive layer, corrosion also occurs in austenitic stainless steels.
One of the most common and most dangerous types is pitting corrosion, in which the material beneath
the surface is completely dissolved. Since this type of corrosion only produces small holes on the
surface, it is difficult to detect without nondestructive testing. This paper presents induction-excited
shearography as an optical, nondestructive testing method for quick inspection of inner defects and
corrosion. The investigations were carried out on test specimens with blind holes made of austenitic
stainless steel 1.4301 (AISI 304). The detection limits of different defect sizes were determined
objectively based on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The results show that inner defects with a size
of Ø 2 mm can be detected via SNR in a depth of up to 1.5 mm. Larger defects can be detected in
greater depth. The data obtained were validated on real test specimens. The measurement of a more
realistic defect geometry showed higher SNR values compared to the idealized test specimens. From
the measured SNR values of realistic defect geometry, it can be concluded that real irregularities
have higher SNR values than defects with flat bottoms. The results show that induction-excited
shearography is suitable for the nondestructive testing of austenitic stainless steels.

Keywords: nondestructive testing; shearography; austenitic stainless steel; induction; corrosion

1. Introduction

Stainless steels can be negatively affected by corrosion, but also by defects and irregu-
larities associated with the manufacturing or joining process. These irregularities reduce
the corrosion resistance, and the maximum bearable load must be detected as early as
possible in order to initiate suitable countermeasures. Depending on the consequences
of a material failure, nondestructive testing (NDT) is used before, during and after the
manufacturing processes and over the entire life cycle of the material, including recycling
or disposal, for this purpose [1].

Austenitic stainless steels are the most commonly used subclass of stainless steels.
They are nonmagnetic, easy to process, very suitable for welding and have a high defor-
mation capacity. They can be used in a wide temperature range from low temperatures
up to temperatures of 650 ◦C (with the necessary creep resistance). Due to their good
specified low-temperature properties, austenitic stainless steels are used especially at low
temperatures down to −200 ◦C and lower [2,3].

In addition to the generally known limitations of the individual NDT processes
(e.g., duration of measurement, accessibility), further challenges arise for the testing of
this material class. Since austenitic steels are paramagnetic, and magnetic particle testing
can only be used for ferromagnetic materials, this testing method is not feasible [1]. Eddy
current testing is suitable for this class of materials, but the test only detects superficial
or near-surface defects [4]. Due to the coarse, anisotropic grains of the heterogeneous
austenitic structure, ultrasound propagation in the material is orientation-dependent, so
an ultrasound examination can only be carried out for larger material thicknesses under
special conditions for the detection of irregularities [5–7]. Thus, only radiographic testing,
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also taking into account safety precautions, remains as a classical NDT method for this
material class to detect internal defects [8].

Shearography is another optical and noncontact process for NDT. It has been used
successfully for years to test composite materials [9–11]. Due to the short measuring time,
lower system costs and high system flexibility, shearography is suitable for testing metallic
materials [12]. The state of the art already shows that shearography can in principle be used
for the testing of metallic materials. However, these publications only show individual
application examples without detailed investigations of the defect detection that can be
achieved [13,14]. Detached systematic studies on the nondestructive testing of metals using
shearography were carried out for aluminum, either with optical [15,16], dynamic [16,17]
or mechanical excitation [16]. For the large material class of steels, particularly stainless
steels, there is only one detailed study by Pickering et al. using dynamic excitation, which
requires knowledge of the defect-specific excitation frequency. The specifically high thermal
expansion of stainless steels is not taken into account with this type of excitation [18].

A large number of studies demonstrate the high potential of shearography. At the
same time, however, the classically used types of excitation (optical, dynamic or mechanical
excitation) that can be used are identified as a limiting factor. Further development is
expected here, especially for thick samples made of high-strength steel (e.g., [19,20]). Due
to the comparatively high thermal expansion of stainless steels in contrast to other types of
steel, rapid thermal excitation is an advantage for this class of material. Here, the induction
excitation already known from thermography can be used. Single studies already show the
usability of induction excitation for shearography testing (e.g., testing of composite and
CFRP [21], adhesive bonds [22] or epoxy coatings [23]) on samples with blind holes with flat
bottoms. However, the proof of the detectability of industrially relevant defect sizes (approx.
1 to 2 mm) is still pending. A systematic study of the detection limits of induction-excited
shearography for testing stainless steels is not yet available. In the following article, the
noncontact, high-performance inductive excitation is presented for shearographic testing
of stainless steels. Detailed detection limits based on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) are
presented depending on defect size, depth and geometry. The measurement data obtained
are validated and evaluated using real test specimens. It is shown that induction-excited
shearography is able to detect internal defects of relevant defect sizes (approx. 1 to 2 mm)
and can therefore be a potent nondestructive testing technique for stainless steels.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Shearography as a Nondestructive Testing Method

Shearography is an optical measuring method that can not only be used for NDT but
also for strain measurement and vibration analysis. The noncontact measuring principle
with very short measuring times is suitable for automated testing. Due to the characteristic
structure of a shearography system, the gradient of the deformation of the object surface
can be measured and deviations can be visualized [12,19].

A shearography system consists of a coherent light source, e.g., laser diodes, and a
shearography sensor with detector, imaging system and shear element. Coherent light is
reflected diffusely at the surface of the object to be inspected. The surface must be optically
rough. The reflection of the light waves is split by a shear element and directed onto the
detector by the imaging system. In each detector element, the reflected waves interfere.
A unique speckle pattern of light and dark points appears on the detector. The speckle
pattern is characteristic for the surface of the test object and depends on the position of
the object in relation to the shearography sensor. By evaluating several speckle images
of the test object in two states (e.g., initial state and deformed state), local changes in
the deformation gradient are recorded. Defects and inhomogeneities in the test object
lead to a local surface deformation in comparison to defect-free areas, and can thus be
detected [12,24].

For shearographic testing, the test object must be slightly deformed. A superficially
detectable deformation of less than one millimeter, which is barely perceptible to the human
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eye and does not permanently impair the test object, is sufficient for most applications. One
way of forcing deformations is to exploit thermal expansions caused by thermal excitation
of the test object. Optical heat sources such as flash, halogen or infrared lamps are usually
used for this purpose. Alternatively, local or global pressure loadings (in the form of
vacuum or overpressure) as a type of excitation can be used to force local deformation
changes. The third type of excitation is dynamic excitation, which causes component
vibration due to structure-borne sound (e.g., from piezo actuators) or airborne sound
(e.g., from loudspeakers) [12,19,24].

2.2. Idealized Test Specimens

Pitting corrosion is one of the most critical types of corrosion in stainless steels, and
with a proportion of 30%, also the most common type. Pitting corrosion dissolves material
from the inside. As this corrosion phenomenon only produces small holes on the surface,
it often remains undetected for a long time [2,3]. To simulate internal irregularities in the
material with a morphology similar to pitting corrosion, test specimens with blind holes
were used.

The test specimens used were all made from a 3 mm thick sheet of austenitic stainless
steel X5CrNi18-10 (1.4301/AISI 304). The dimensions of the individual test specimens were
400 mm × 240 mm. In three specimens, blind holes with flat bottoms (HFB) with 2 different
diameters (Ø 32 mm and Ø 1 mm; Ø 16 mm and Ø 2 mm; Ø 8 mm and Ø 4 mm) were
drilled at depths between 0.25 mm and 2.75 mm in 0.25 mm increments (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Geometry of HFB test specimens with drilled holes of diameter Ø 16 mm and Ø 2 mm.

As ASTM G46 describes, most pitting corrosion tends to have an uneven formation [4].
For this reason, a further test piece with blind holes with conical bottoms (HCB) in diameters
of 8 mm, 4 mm, 2 mm and 1 mm was produced using drills with a 140◦ point angle. A
comparison of the bore geometries of HFB and HCB is shown in Figure 2. Based on the drill
geometries, drilling depths of between 0.5 mm and 2.75 mm were obtained, depending on
the drill diameter. Based on this test piece, an attempt should be made to simulate more
real corrosion phenomena than through blind holes with flat bottoms.
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conical bottom (HCB, right); both Ø 4 mm, 2.5 mm drilling depth.

2.3. Real Test Specimens

Suitable test specimens with natural, corrosion-induced irregularities are required to
transfer the data from the idealized tested specimens with blind holes to real applications.
For this purpose, new test specimens are made from the same sheet of steel as the idealized
test specimens, which are described in Section 2.2. The size of the blanks of the real test
specimens is 100 mm × 130 mm. In these blanks, pitting corrosion is generated as a real,
critical and difficult-to-detect internal defect.

The targeted generation of pitting corrosion was carried out by modifying the method
A described in ASTM G48 (see [25]). First, the surface in the center of the blank was
removed in a targeted manner using a surface cleaning laser (focal diameter = 100 µm).
Immediately afterwards, an iron chloride solution (6% FeCl3) was applied to the surface.
A temporary plastic barrier ensured a sufficient amount of solution and prevented it from
flowing out. The blanks with ferric chloride solution were then placed in a preheated
oven and aged at 50 ◦C for 4 weeks. The iron chloride solution was exchanged for a fresh
solution each week during this period.

Both test specimens, hereinafter referred to as real test specimens 1 and 2, were then
examined. The size of the surface opening was measured using a microscope, and the
volume of pitting corrosion was measured using computed tomography (CT, pixel size is
approx. 25 µm with a captured image section of 6.8 mm × 6.8 mm). The results are shown
in Figure 3.
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The results of real test specimen 1 (see Figure 3a) show an almost rotationally symmet-
rical pitting corrosion. Its greatest extent can be measured at a depth of approx. 0.8 mm.
The corrosion here is about 2.05 mm wide and 2.08 mm deep. From this widest point, the
corrosion narrows in an approximately conical manner. The height of the corrosion up to
the point is approx. 2.05 mm; the resulting remaining wall thickness (RWT, corresponds to
the wall thickness above the defect) is 0.95 mm. An opening with a diameter ≈ 0.8 mm can
be measured on the corroded surface.

The surface of real test specimen 2 is shown in Figure 3b on the bottom left. The
opening of the corrosion is approx. 0.57 mm. The CT data (see Figure 3b, bottom right)
show that several small attack points on the surface grow together in depth to form this
pitting corrosion around the set attack point. Figure 3b above shows the CT reconstruction
of the volume of the corrosion with the maximum dimensions. As can be seen, this pitting
corrosion is not symmetrical. The maximum measured width is approx. 1.93 mm; the
greatest measured depth is about 2.68 mm. The height of corrosion is 1.81 mm, so the
RWT at this point is 1.19 mm. The corrosion first becomes broader as the distance to
the surface increases. At a depth of approx. 1.2 mm, the pitting corrosion reaches the
maximum dimensions described and then tapers off. The maximum height of corrosion is
not centered above the point of attack, but is offset by approx. 0.4 mm in the direction of
the greatest extent.

Minor pitting corrosion on the surface of both test specimens was also measured using
CT. These have a diameter of less than 0.5 mm and are approx. 0.2 mm to 0.4 mm deep,
and therefore do not affect the measurements.

2.4. Test Setup and Measurement Parameters

A SE2 shearography sensor from isi-sys GmbH was used for the investigations. The
detector has a 5-megapixel CCD chip. The coherent illumination was generated by 10 laser
diodes (100 mW each) with a wavelength of 658 nm.

Induction excitation was chosen to deform the test specimen. With this excitation, the
test objects could be heated from the inside in less than one second, which forced thermal
deformation. For this reason, inductive heating is included in thermal excitation.

A flat induction coil with an effective area of approx. 150 mm × 150 mm was selected
as the inductor. This coil is particularly characterized by its large effective area and the
uniform heating. The used medium frequency induction generator has a maximum output
of 10 kW.

The resulting test setup is shown in Figure 4. The shearography sensor is fixed
orthogonal to the test object. The test specimen is positioned in a way that the holes are
on the side facing away from the sensor. The induction coil was placed in a transmission
arrangement, very closely below the specimen. To prevent the specimens from moving
during the measurements, they were held with four clamps.
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One suitable set of measuring parameters was determined for the different defect
sizes. Due to the higher penetration depth, the smallest usable frequency of 12.5 kHz was
used as the induction frequency in this system configuration [26]. The induction time was
1 s; the pulse width modulation (PWM; proportion of the pulse duration in relation to the
set period duration) was 300‰. Due to the round defect geometry, the shear angle had
no influence on the measurements and was set to pure shear in x-direction (horizontal
orientation from the camera perspective). Based on previous measurement results, the
shear amount for the measurements was set to 2 mm.

In order to increase the diffuse reflection on the surfaces of the stainless steel, all test
specimens were coated with white paint prior to measurement.

2.5. Objective Evaluation of the Measurement Data

All test specimens were measured with the specified parameters. Low-pass filters and
demodulation were used for evaluation [12]. An exemplary shearogram of a defect with a
diameter of 16 mm and a RWT of 0.75 mm (HFB test specimen) is shown in Figure 5a. The
course of the intensity values of the shearogram through the defect center along the red
line is shown in Figure 5b.
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In order to enable an objective assessment of the measurement data, the snr (SNR)
was introduced and determined for each investigated defect. This is defined by the ratio of
the signal amplitude A to the standard deviation σ of the noise in the same shearogram,
given by

SNR =
A
σ

. (1)

According to Menner [27], the signal amplitude A for shearography (due to the sinu-
soidal signal shape, see Figure 5b) is defined as half the difference between the maximum
intensity value Imax and the minimum intensity value Imin:

A =
Imax − Imin

2
. (2)

The standard deviations σ were each determined from the same measurements as
the signal amplitude, but at defect-free areas of the specimen. According to the state of
the art in metrology, a signal amplitude that is four times larger than the noise (signal-
to-noise ratio ≥ 4) is considered for the present investigation as reliable detection of the
defect using the SNR value (such as [28]). For example, the signal-to-noise ratio of the
defect Ø 16 mm, RWT 0.75 mm of the HFB test specimen (see Figure 5) results in an
SNR value of 33.4, and is therefore clearly detectable according to the selected objective
criteria. Investigations into the reproducibility of the SNR value determination resulted in
a relatively high reproducibility. The average deviation of the SNR value is pprox. 3.1% for
larger defects. For smaller defects (Ø 2 and 4 mm), the deviation was around 4.9%.
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3. Results
3.1. Defect Detection for Idealized Test Specimens

Figure 6 shows the determined SNR values of the shearography measurements for
blind holes with flat bottoms (HFB). Within a defect diameter, the SNR value decreases
almost linearly as the RWT increases. Holes with a diameter ≥8 mm and a depth of up to
2.75 mm can be detected across all measurements. Through a linear extrapolation of their
SNR value curves, it can be assumed that irregularities with these sizes lying deeper in the
material can also be detected. Introduced irregularities with a diameter of 4 mm can be
detected up to a remaining wall thickness of 1.75 mm. Defects with a size of Ø 2 mm can
be reliably detected via the SNR value (SNR ≥ 4) until a RWT of 1.5 mm. Defects with a
diameter of 1 mm cannot be detected with the selected measurement parameters.
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Within the same defect depth, a larger defect diameter leads to a higher SNR value.
From the large changes in the SNR values between the smaller hole diameters at same RWT,
it can be deduced that a change in diameter of smaller flaws has a greater influence on the
SNR values compared to larger flaws (with the same RWT).

In a further series of tests, the test specimens containing blind holes with conical
bottoms (HCB) were examined. The resulting SNR values and the comparison of these
defects with the blind holes with flat bottoms (HFB) are shown in Figure 7.

The almost-linear decrease in the SNR values with increasing remaining wall thick-
ness could also be observed with the HCBs. However, HCB defects with the same RWT
and size showed a higher signal-to-noise-ratio value than HFB defects. The difference in
the SNR values is particularly clear for the small defect sizes (Ø 2 mm and Ø 4 mm),
where the conical flaws are easier to detect. For these two defect sizes, deeper-lying defects
can be detected (detection limits: RWT 1.75 mm for Ø 2 mm; RWT 2 mm for Ø 4 mm) com-
pared to HFB. Defects with a diameter of 1 mm could also not be detected with the HCB
defect type.
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Figure 7. Comparison of the determined SNR values of blind holes with flat bottoms (HFB) and
blind holes with conical bottoms (HCB) of diameter 8 mm, 4 mm, 2 mm and 1 mm, as well as the real
test specimen.

The slightly different shearograms of both defect types for 8 mm diameter and 0.75 mm
RWT (compare round marks in Figure 7) are shown in Figure 8. The geometry-related
change in the defect indication in the shearogram can be seen, with HFB showing a convex
geometry and HCB showing a circular section. At the same time, the figure shows less
noise in the HCB defect geometry. This reduced noise is the main contributor to the higher
SNR values of this type of defect.
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3.2. Defect Detection for Real Test Specimens

The measurements of the real test specimen were carried out on the same test setup
with the same excitation and measurement parameters. Thus, the results of the real test
specimens can be compared with the previous series of measurements. Figure 9 shows
the shearograms, as well as the course of the intensity values along the red line and the
calculated SNR values for both examined real test specimens.

The shearogram of the real test specimen 1 (see Figure 9a) allows the pitting corrosion
to be identified despite the high level of noise. Within the course of the intensity values,
a signal feature typical of irregularities can be recognized (compare Figure 5). The SNR
value for this defect was calculated using the method presented beforehand and is 8.21.
The pitting corrosion can thus be clearly detected according to this objective criterion.
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The shearogram and the course of the intensity values of real test specimen 2 are
shown in Figure 9b. The area with the grown pitting corrosion is clearly recognizable in the
shearogram, even with higher noise. The defect-related deformation change can be clearly
seen from the course of the intensity values. According to this, the SNR value of the defect
is 7.22, so a clear defect detection according to the SNR ≥ 4 condition is given.

The signal-to-noise ratios determined for the real test specimen are also shown in
Figure 7 (see black measuring points). The SNR values of both real test specimens are
larger than the HFB defects of comparable size. The SNR values for the corresponding
defect size Ø 2 mm with RWT of 1.0 mm is only 3.39 (below the detection limit); with
RWT of 1.25 mm it is 5.69. In comparison, the signal-to-noise ratio for real test specimen 1
(SNR = 8.21, reliable detection) is 140% higher, and for real test specimen 2 (SNR = 7.22) it
is still 26% higher than the value of the comparable HFB defect. The percentage deviation
of the SNR values between the HCB defect with RWT of 1.0 mm (SNR value = 8.42) and the
real test specimen 1 is approx. 2.5%. The difference between the HCB defect with RWT of
1.25 mm (SNR value = 8.03) and the real test specimen 2 is approx. 11.1%.

4. Discussion

Since real defects with a wide range of geometries and sizes for a specific material
are rare, they often have to be simulated for scientific investigations. Based on the present
results, a question arises. Which reproducible defect geometry is suitable for simulating
internal defects such as pitting corrosion for shearographic testing?

The comparison of the geometry of real pitting corrosion (see Figure 3) with the
simulated geometries (see Figure 2) offers a first approach. Due to the nonuniform growth
of the corrosion, a defect geometry running parallel to the surface with 90-degree angles at
the corrosion’s edge is not to be expected. Rather, the remaining wall thickness resulting
from the height of corrosion only applies to single areas. Most areas have a significantly
greater distance to the surface; the width changes constantly with increasing distance. Due
to the changing remaining wall thickness, the induced eddy currents do not run parallel.
Correspondingly, local changes occur during heating, especially at the point with the lowest
RWT. A comparison of the real geometry with those of the developed defect type blind
holes with conical bottoms (HCB) seems more obvious here.

A comparison of the shearograms of the real test specimen with the shearograms of the
HFB and HCB defect types is also meaningful. The comparison with the defect indications
of the shearograms in Figures 8 and 9 makes it clear that the corrosion-related change of
deformation of both real test specimens corresponds more closely to the HCB defect type.
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Finally, the determined SNR values also show that the simulation of pitting corrosion
by HCB (deviation approx. 10%) leads to clearly comparable measurement data. However,
the deviation from comparable HFB is more than 25%.

With these results, a further simulation of internal defects such as pitting corrosion for
shearography testing is recommended with the HCB defect type presented.

5. Conclusions

This paper examines the potential shearography for nondestructive testing of austenitic
stainless steels. With its intrinsic material properties, such as coarse, anisotropic grains
of the heterogeneous austenitic structure and comparatively low heat conduction, and at
the same time, higher thermal expansion, this class of materials is difficult to test nonde-
structively. Induction excitation is used for this material class to introduce the necessary
deformation required for shearographic testing. Due to the fast and noncontact heat gen-
eration in the material, the test specimens can be reproducibly heated within one second
with the help of induction excitation and then tested. With these properties, induction can
be used as the high-performance type of excitation sought for the shearographic testing of
metals. An induction-excited shearography system is cheaper by a factor of 10 than a CT
system. The test duration is in the range of seconds compared to the CT test durations in
the range of many minutes or even hours.

Special test specimens with idealized and real internal defects were developed and
used for the investigations. The test parameters used with an excitation time of 1 s as well
as an objective evaluation of the defect detection based on the SNR value were presented.
The presented detection limits are based on defect detection with an SNR value of 4 or
higher. Based on the results shown, the reader can also derive the detection limits for other
individual SNR limits.

The presented results show that induction-excited shearography is suitable for nonde-
structive testing of austenitic stainless steels. With the idealized defects (blind holes with
flat bottoms, HFB), all defects with a defect size of Ø 2 mm can be detected in a depth
of 1.5 mm and with a defect size of Ø 4 mm up to 1.75 mm. Starting with a defect size
of Ø 8 mm, all defects could be detected in the maximum investigation defect depth of
2.75 mm. The measurement of the more realistic defects (blind holes with conical bottoms,
HCB) showed a significant increase in the measured SNR values with the same defect size
and depth. This means that smaller real defects can be detected at greater depths, as the
measurement data also show. As the RWT increased, the SNR value decreased almost
linearly for all defect geometries.

Using the real test specimens, it was finally possible to show that the detection limits
derived from simulated defect sizes can be transferred to real defects and applications.
Both real defects with a size of approx. 2 mm in diameter and a minimal RWT of approx.
1 mm could be reliably detected in the shearogram and via the SNR value. From this, it
can be assumed that real irregularities in practice show comparable SNR values as the
presented HCB defect types.

In the study presented, defects with a size of 1 mm could not be detected. This raises
the question of under which changed test conditions may irregularities with a diameter
of 1 mm and smaller be detected. Further studies will consequently need to address the
influence of smaller amounts of shear and higher frame rates of the shearography detector
on the SNR value. Furthermore, a detailed consideration of the change in deformation
forced by induction excitation should be carried out, taking into account the material
properties and geometries.
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